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Want to Visit? Have a Question?
Its easy! Visit our campus today and make a good decision for better tomorrow. We 
pride ourselves on making sure we meet your needs (not ours!). So if you are unsure 

of something, get in touch. See you at VINJEE!

CourSES offErEd

IIT-JEE (advanced) coaching  
along with Intermediate.

IIT-JEE Advanced

JEE (main) coaching along 
with Intermediate.

JEE Main Course

NEET / AIIMS / JIPMER coaching 
along with Intermediate.

NEET Course

NEET / AIIMS / JIPMER coaching 
(For intermediate passed out students)

NEET Long Term 
Course

NEET / AIIMS / JIPMER coaching  
(For intermediate 2nd year  
Completed & passed-out students)

NEET Sure  
Crash Course

The success mantra       of JEE & NEET

12-6-2/223, Plot No. 7 & 8, Vivek Nagar,  
Peoples Hospital Lane, Opp. BJP Office,  

Kukatpally, Hyderabad.
 Phone: 90002 61555, 90004 89777, 90004 75777

Email: vinjee2019@gmail.com
Website: www.vinjee.in

Get the  Perfect Head Start
for a Promising Future!

INTERMEDIATE | IIT-JEE | NEET

An institute that ensures a smooth transition from School to College

The success mantra       of JEE & NEET

“VINJEE might be an option today but  it will be the first choice tomorrow”…. 
We promise !!
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ABouT VINJEE
We are established to lay a path for the students who are aspiring for a better 
tomorrow. Registered with the Board of Intermediate Education (BIE), we offer the 
best coaching for IIT-JEE and NEET along with intermediate.

We are a team of compassionate, highly experienced, knowledgeable, dedicated & 
student friendly faculty, who will be all along to help your child, focus on systematic 
study, positive approach, attain excellence and fulfill academic dreams. 

Our ideal classroom design creates an effective learning environment that nurtures 
your child’s physical and psychological well being, enabling success in academics. 

our Vision
To be the most trusted educational 

institution for IIT- JEE  
(Mains & Advanced) and NEET.

our Mission
To exceed our student’s expectations with 
innovative and outstanding coaching in  

IIT-JEE & NEET by providing quality 
teaching with an aim to guide students  

to achieve success.

Life lessons along with physics made him unique blend of teacher and 
mentor.

He believes that every student is unique, needs attention and has different 
strengths and weaknesses. Understanding this and guiding accordingly is his 
Mantra for success. 

He is proficient in developing strong, supportive relationships with students that enables a more inclusive 
environment for students to engage in their studies and learning.

He is widely known as ‘Physics Varma Sir‘ among students. Many students approach him for career 
guidance. His way of teaching is psychologically strengthening and motivating students regularly to make 
them stay focused till they achieve their goals.

His teaching methodology ensures success not just in entrances, but even after joining professional college, 
which makes him special as vouched by numerable students.

His years together research on laying a right path for success in IIT-JEE and NEET got appreciations from 
thousands of parents and students which paved the path for establishing VINJEE and determined to make 
VINJEE a first choice among many. 

d. Y. Varma 
Chairman & Faculty of Physics 

Experience: 22 years

A Mathematics lecturer widely known for his tremendous ability to mould 
each and every student by assessing their performance regularly and improving 
their mathematics skills. 

His class begins with the recapitulation of the previous class, that keeps the 
ongoing class engaged and completely familiar. 

He is a familiar mathematician, appreciated by many parents and students for 
his dedication and knowledge in and around Kukatpally. 

His foresight, planning and perfect to details, adds to the strength of the institute. 

T. damodar rao 
Director & Faculty of Mathematics 

Experience: 14 years

He is well known for his amicability with student’s parents.

It’s an undeniable fact that he is available round the clock to respond to the 
queries of parents

He has been providing unrelenting service in the field of education 
(Administration)

V.V. Apparao
Principal-Admin  

Experience: 18 years

At VINJEE, every student is treated at par without any bias, with each student’s 
success as a Motto.

Conceptual clarity is of utmost importance at VINJEE with a focus on analysing 
each student’s strengths and weaknesses.

Class strength is limited to 45, that creates an atmosphere where each student 
is engaged. 

Unforeseen holidays are not a hindrance to learning, as each topic will have 
sufficient number of hours, is unique at VINJEE.

Our CRT helps you to monitor the attentiveness of your child in class with a 
test every Saturday to test the overall proficiency in the topic.

Why  
VINJEE

Well designed assignments on each micro level concept followed by weekly tests (every Monday) on 
mixed concepts to develop analytical skills right from basics to advanced levels of the course.

A/c classrooms that has auditorium like design with diffused light system to ensure that every student 
will be in the field of view of teacher.

Healthy students are more alert, engaged and able to concentrate and learn better. With utmost 
concern for your child’s well being and health, we ensure classrooms, corridors and wash rooms are 
pristine and hygienic


